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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 
 

 Your Amici Curiae adopt the statements and arguments contained in the Answer Brief of 

Defendants-Counterclaimants-Third-party Plaintiffs City of Guthrie and Guthrie Public Works 

Authority. 

 
PROPOSITION I 

THERE IS NO AUTHORITY IN EITHER FEDERAL OR OKLAHOMA 
LAW FOR A POLICE POWER EXCEPTION TO THE OKLAHOMA 
CONSTITUTION. 
 
 

 This case presents the Honorable Court with a clear choice to either ignore the Oklahoma 

Constitution or to uphold it.  At stake in this choice is whether Oklahoma entities may participate 

in a federal USDA loan program without doing violence to the Oklahoma Constitution. 

 The Plaintiff and its supporting Amicus Curiae ask the Court to adopt a theory that the 

Oklahoma Legislature intended to violate this State’s fundamental law by authorizing rural water 

districts and municipalities to ignore Article 5, Section 51 of the Oklahoma Constitution.  

Plaintiff further asserts that this Court may disregard Oklahoma’s law by acquiescing to a federal 

policy that is inconsistent with Oklahoma’s elemental mandate. 

 Your Amici Curiae, on the other hand, support the position of the Defendants that there is 

no basis to throw out the State’s Constitution in order to permit Oklahoma entities to participate 

in the USDA loan program.  Oklahoma law demands, however, that such participation cannot 

authorize state entities to assert exclusive rights and privileges.  In other words, it is only the 

Plaintiff’s theory that would exclude Oklahomans from the federal program. 

 

 



THE POLICE POWER ARGUMENT 

 Plaintiff and its Amicus Curiae argue that a federal regulatory provision somehow grants 

the Legislature a power it does not have to authorize Oklahoma entities to assert an exclusive 

right or privilege in violation of the State Constitution.  They label this a “police power 

exception” to the State’s fundamental law.  Their rationale is that the federal statute is in the 

public interest and, therefore, an exercise of the police power. 

 But whose?  Although Plaintiff’s argument switches back and forth from discussion of 

Congress’ intent and an Oklahoma case, the source of police power cannot arise from a blended 

patchwork of federal and state law.  No Oklahoma law can be identified as an exercise of the 

police power in this matter.  Ultimately the issue turns on whether Congress has the prerogative 

to create a police power exception to the Oklahoma Constitution. 

 The answer is not hard to find.  Congress does not have police power. U.S. v. Morrison, 

529 U.S. 598 (2000).  It only has delegated and enumerated powers. McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 

Wheat. 316, 4 L.Ed. 579 (1819).  To the extent Plaintiff cites cases from the Tenth Circuit and 

other jurisdictions to establish the regulatory – or police power -- nature of Section 1926(b), 

Plaintiff defeats its own position.  The regulatory force of Section 1926(b) cannot be grounded 

on a nonexistent police power. 

 There is no help for Plaintiff under the Supremacy Clause because it does not apply 

unless there first is a proper exercise of an enumerated power. Printz v. U.S., 521 U.S. 898, 924 

(1997).  Even where a federal regulatory statute, such as Section 1926(b), is tied to the public 

interest, it must find its authority within an enumerated power of Congress. U.S. v. Lopez, 514 

U.S. 549, 566 (1997).  Therefore, the Tenth Circuit’s application of the Supremacy Clause has no 



basis and is erroneous. Glenpool Utility Services Authority v. Creek County Rural Water District 

No. 2, 861 F.2d 1211 (10th Cir. 1988). 

 All parties agree that the USDA loan program involved herein arises under an 

enumerated power:  congressional Spending Clause authority.  U.S. Const. Art. 1, Sec. 8.  But, is 

that enough?  Can Section 1926(b) relieve Oklahoma of its obligation to follow its own 

Constitution? 

 
LIMITATIONS OF THE SPENDING CLAUSE 

 
 A Spending Clause program is voluntary and must be accepted by a participant.  For 

purposes of federal enforcement, this means that acceptance must include a knowing 

acquiescence to the terms of the loan program. Pennhurst State School & Hosp. v. Halderman, 

451 U.S. 1 (1981). 

 Plaintiff has no basis to argue that the Legislature knowingly agreed that Oklahoma 

borrowers can violate the Oklahoma Constitution by asserting Section 1926(b) claims to 

exclusive rights and privileges.  To the contrary, USDA and all Oklahoma entities have been on 

notice since 1972 that such claims may not be asserted.  That was the unequivocable holding of 

this Honorable Court, which refused to attribute such an intention to the Legislature. Comanche 

County Rural Water Dist. No. 1 v. City of Lawton, 1972 OK 117, 501 P.2d 490.  The notice and 

the holding are valid regardless of whether the Tenth Circuit and some federal borrowers chose 

to ignore it. 

 In the absence of a knowing acceptance, what would be the basis for a police power 

exception under Section 1926(b)?  It is not an answer to say that it is a condition of the federal 

program and, therefore, tied to an enumerated power.  There are limitations on Spending Clause 

conditions. 



 Limitation # 1.  Congressional authority under an enumerated power cannot be converted 

“to a general police power of the sort retained by the States.” U.S. v. Lopez, supra at page 566.  

This is a principle of constitutional law regardless of which power Congress is exercising: the 

distinction “between what is truly national and what is truly local” must be maintained. Id., at 

pages 567 & 568. 

 Limitation # 2.  On its face, Section 1926(b) regulates the internal functions of the State.  

It requires a State to suspend any laws that deal with utility service, franchises or health or safety 

regulations conferred on municipalities or the State itself by the Oklahoma Constitution and 

laws.  In order to assert a police power exception to those State laws, Plaintiff would have to 

point beyond a mere allusion to the Spending Clause and find actual authority of Congress 

requiring the State to abide by the federal regulatory scheme. Lopez, supra.  However, any 

Congressional requirement is anathema to the Spending Clause’s hallmark feature of “knowing 

acquiescence.”  It’s a choice—not an order. Pennhurst, supra. Even where an enumerated power 

is involved, Congress may not regulate the States but only individuals. New York v. U.S., 505 

U.S. 144, 166 (1992).   

 In the absence of police power, Congress cannot impose this regulation.  The State must 

have legal capacity to agree to it.  Regardless of plenary authority in other states, this Court has 

made plain that the Oklahoma Legislature does not have legal capacity to authorize its entities to 

assert exclusive rights and privileges. Comanche County, supra. 

 Limitation # 3.  A Spending Clause provision cannot operate as a police power regulation 

to empower a State to do a prohibited act. South Dakota v. Dole, 483 U.S. 203, 208 (1987).  It 

likewise cannot be a proper exercise of the enumerated spending power to require or even induce 

a recipient to comply with a condition that is an illegal act. U.S. v. American Library 



Association, Inc., 539 U.S. 194, 196 (2003).  Under Section 1926(b), Oklahoma would have to 

ignore not only Article 5, Section 51 but also those provisions that confer rights directly on 

municipalities and their citizens. OK Const. Art. 18, §§5 and 6.  The Legislature has no power to 

interfere with these municipal rights. City of Okmulgee v. Okmulgee Gas Company, 1929 OK 

472, 282 P. 640; In re Supreme Court Adjudication of Initiative Petitions in Norman, Oklahoma, 

Numbered 74-1 and 74-2, 1975 OK 36, 534 P.2d 3.  Therefore, as applied to Oklahoma, there is 

no federal enumerated power that allows USDA loan recipients to ignore the Oklahoma 

Constitution and assert Section 1926(b)’s exclusive rights and privileges. 

 

LIMITATIONS ON THE LEGISLATURE’S POLICE POWER 

 Plaintiff and its Amicus Curiae appear to say that the Legislature has somehow exercised 

its police power by accepting the federal regulation in Section 1926(b).  There is no further 

expression of this power other than a generalized authorization to participate in generic federal 

loans.  See, 82 O.S. §1324.10(A).  A similar authorization is provided for municipalities. 11 O.S. 

§22-126.  No specific adoption of the USDA regulatory program can be found in state law.  

There is no legislative finding that it is in the public interest to ignore several provisions of the 

Oklahoma Constitution, no legislative determination that the public welfare is advanced by 

disregarding the public policy embedded in our fundamental law. 

 As this Court recognized in Comanche County, there is a reason for that.  The Court 

noted: “This is undoubtedly due to Article 5, Section 51, Oklahoma Constitution, which prohibits 

the granting of ‘exclusive rights, privileges or immunities’ by the Legislature”. Supra, at page 

492.  The Court expressly stated that it could not find any attempt to grant an exclusive 



franchise. Id.  Thus, the Legislature’s general authorization to obtain federal loans did not 

constitute a police power exception to the Constitution. 

 The Caddo Rationale.  Plaintiff and its Amicus Curiae rely heavily on one case for their 

theory that there is a general police power exception to Article 5, Section 51.  See, Public Service 

Company of Oklahoma v. Caddo Electric Cooperative, 1971 OK 219, 479 P.2d 572.  Plaintiff 

lists a number of similarities between the instant case and Caddo.  However, since that case was 

decided one year before Comanche County, it is more telling to look at the dissimilarities 

between Caddo and Comanche County. 

 In Caddo, the legislature adopted an express regulatory statute.  In Comanche County, 

there was no such statute and there is none in the instant case.  In Caddo, the statute applied to 

entities engaging in an industry that is thoroughly regulated by the Oklahoma Corporation 

Commission (OCC).  In Comanche County, there was no corresponding regulatory structure and 

there is none in the instant case.  The statute in Caddo affected only those regulated by OCC.  

The Court in Comanche County rejected the assumption that the Legislature intended to regulate 

municipal affairs through Section 1926(b) and there is no such statute in the instant case.  To 

mimic the Comanche County Court, this is undoubtedly due to the Constitution’s limitations on 

legislative power to regulate such affairs.  OK Const. Art. 18, §§5 and 6.  Thus, we know that 

legislative police power is not unfettered.  It is fundamental constitutional law that legislative 

power is necessarily restricted by express provisions of the Oklahoma Constitution. 

 The Public Interest.  Although Plaintiff argues forcefully about Congress’ purposes in 

enacting Section 1926(b), the questions before the Court are about Oklahoma’s policy as 

expressed in its fundamental law.  Even so, your Amici Curiae’s position in support of the 



Defendants herein does not undermine or contravene the federal purpose but in some ways 

actually fosters it. 

 The public interest is to encourage water service in rural areas, which by definition 

includes most cities and towns in Oklahoma. 82 O.S. §1324.2.  To the extent Section 1926(b) is 

allowed to prevent municipalities from offering water service to citizens asking them for it and to 

the extent Section 1926(b) impedes municipalities from extending lines for sewer and fire 

protection, it actually discourages rural development in Oklahoma.  The genius of Oklahoma’s 

prohibition on exclusive rights and privileges is to encourage providers to bring these services to 

those who would otherwise go without. 

 This can be done without threat to the federal interest in protecting its collateral for the 

USDA loans.  The financed projects must be fully collateralized at the time of the loan. “All 

projects financed under the provisions of this section must be based on taxes, assessments, 

income, fees, or other satisfactory sources of revenues in an amount sufficient to provide for 

facility operation and maintenance, reasonable reserves, and debt payment.”  7 C.F.R. 

§1780.7(f).  There is no requirement that a financed entity must actually assert exclusive rights 

and privileges. 

 There really is not a conflict between Oklahoma and federal law.  Only Plaintiff’s theory 

that Oklahoma must give up its constitutional protections creates the purported conflict.  This 

Court did not think so when it decided Comanche County.  It allowed the rural water district to 

keep its loan.  It merely held that the district could not assert exclusive rights and privileges to 

prevent a municipality from carrying out its constitutional and statutory authority.  In Comanche 

County, both the federal and State public interests were preserved. 

 



PROPOSITION II  

OKLAHOMA LAW PROHIBITS THE USE OF SECTION 1926(B) TO 
ASSERT EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES. 

 
 

 Section 1926(b) is not the issue here.  The questions before the Honorable Court ask 

whether Oklahoma law allows entities in this State to assert the exclusive rights and privileges 

contained in that federal statute.  In 1972, this Court said that Oklahoma law does not allow such 

assertions. Comanche County, supra.   

 Ignoring this Court’s clear statement of fundamental state constitutional policy, the Tenth 

Circuit substituted its own contrary view of Oklahoma law. Glenpool, supra.  In doing so, it also 

ignored another fundamental principle that the Oklahoma Supreme Court is the primary and final 

arbiter of what is Oklahoma law and the federal courts must accept its decisions. West v. 

American Tel. & Tel. Co., 311 U.S. 223 (1940). 

 
GLENPOOL’S ERRONEOUS VIEW OF OKLAHOMA LAW 

 Glenpool’s treatment of Oklahoma law is clearly erroneous for a number of reasons. This 

is evident in the first instance from Plaintiff’s outline of that case’s rationale. (Opening Brief of 

Plaintiff-Counter Defendant etc., at pages 7-8.) 

 1. Glenpool says that this Court’s ruling can be avoided because any exclusive right that 

stems from §1926(b) comes from Congress, and not the Oklahoma legislature. Id, at page 1216.  

However, Comanche County says that a right created by Congress through a federal loan 

program may not serve as “a sort of ‘intermediate link’ between the power of the Legislature and 

the creation of an exclusive franchise.” Id, at page 493. 



 This is the principle of law that constitutes the Court’s holding.  See, e.g., State ex rel. 

Settles v. Board of Education, 1964 OK 12, 389 P.2d 356.  Note, however, the Glenpool Court 

recognizes that, in fact, §1926(b) creates an exclusive right. 

 2. Glenpool says the §1926(b) protection should be viewed as a contract condition and a 

security provision rather than an exclusive franchise granted by the state. Id, at page 1216.  

Comanche County says that Article 5, Section 51 prevents the Legislature from agreeing to a 

contract condition or security provision that seeks to be an intermediate link between the power 

of the Legislature and the creation of an exclusive right or privilege. Id, at page 493. 

 The legal principle informing this Court’s holding is that a federal Spending Clause 

provision, such as §1926(b), cannot empower or coerce a State to agree to its terms.  Pennhurst, 

supra.  It is Oklahoma law that determines whether the Legislature has authority to agree to the 

federal contract or security terms. 

 3. Glenpool says any such right that Congress granted is only temporary, rather than 

permanent, because it is contingent on the continuing existence of a federal debt owed by the 

protected water district, which the district or the State of Oklahoma could pay off whenever it 

wishes. Id, at page 1216.  Comanche County rejects this rationale and instead says that the force 

of the Oklahoma Constitution is not diminished by these characteristics.  The case expressly 

involved assertion of exclusive rights under a §1926(b) loan and thus it found these 

characteristics to be irrelevant. Id. 

 The legal principle twice pronounced by this Court is that it is the very existence of an 

exclusive right or privilege that offends the Oklahoma Constitution regardless of its breadth or 

length or subject matter.  This applies whether the source of the right is a federal loan program or 



one created by state law.  See, e.g., Rural Water & Sewer Dist. No. 4 v. Coppage, 2002 OK 44, 

47 P.3d 872. 

 
OKLAHOMA’S CONSTITUTIONAL JURISPRUDENCE 

 
 This Court’s prior application of Article 5, Section 51 is clear.  Nevertheless, Plaintiff 

asks the Court to disavow all that it has said so far by parsing words and phrases from Comanche 

County.  Because that plaintiff had raised a franchise theory, Plaintiff herein attempts to reduce 

the entire case to a franchise question instead of the determinative issue under §1926(b).  In 

response to the federal borrower’s claim to an exclusive right to serve, the Comanche County 

Court’s summary of an Attorney General Opinion includes an indistinct reference to the 

plaintiff’s geographical boundaries.  Because of that, Plaintiff herein accuses the Court of 

misunderstanding what §1926(b) is really about. (Opening Brief of Plaintiff-Counter Defendant 

etc., at page 10-11, 14.) 

 Comanche County.  Of course, franchises and geographic boundaries are not what 

Comanche County is about.  All the Court needed to consider about §1926(b) is that the plaintiff 

therein claimed it as the source of an exclusive right to serve.  The Court looked to the 

underlying constitutional issue:  whether Article 5, Section 51 permits the Legislature to 

authorize an Oklahoma entity to assert exclusive rights or privileges and held that it does not.  In 

other words, the Court held that that provision forbids much more than exclusive franchises: it 

proscribes exclusive rights and privileges of any kind. 

 To avoid this result the Court is asked to submit the Oklahoma Constitution to the federal 

courts’ evolving and unsettled “tests” for interpreting when and where §1926(b) might apply.  

Thus, the Court is offered a meaningless distinction between a “bright line test” and a “pipes in 

the ground test.”  (Opening Brief of Plaintiff-Counter Defendant etc., at page 8, 10.)  Is an 



exclusive right or privilege any less exclusive just because it may not apply to the largest number 

or a largest area possible? 

 The proper construction the federal courts may eventually settle on for applying 

§1926(b)’s exclusive rights is beside the point.  THE point for Oklahoma is whether an exclusive 

right or privilege exists at all.  The holding of Comanche County is that an Oklahoma entity may 

not rely on §1926(b) as a source to assert an exclusive right or privilege. 

 Plaintiff seeks to discredit Comanche County because it “did not deal with the 

constitutionality of §1926(b), nor did the Court consider the question of the supremacy of the 

Federal Act.” (Opening Brief of Plaintiff-Counter Defendant etc., at page 9.)  Again, this 

obfuscates the Oklahoma issue.  The federal act is not the issue and the Supremacy Clause 

cannot give the State Legislature powers it does not have. U.S. v. Lopez, supra; Printz v. U.S., 

supra.  The issue is whether the Oklahoma Constitution allows the Legislature to authorize an 

Oklahoma entity to assert an exclusive right or privilege.  Comanche County says no. 

 Coppage.  This Court applied the same legal principle once again to a loan program 

similar to §1926(b).  Coppage, supra.  Although the program arose under state law, the district 

put the §1926(b) analysis at issue by asking the Court to construe the state statute like §1926(b). 

As noted by the Plaintiff, the Court was asked to recognize broad exclusive rights for the 

borrower.  (Opening Brief of Plaintiff-Counter Defendant etc., at page 11.)  The Court quoted 

from its Opinion in Comanche County as its reason for rejecting the request.  That quote:   

This Court held that under Article 5, section 51, of the Oklahoma Constitution the 
Oklahoma Legislature was without power to grant an exclusive franchise to a 
water district. City of Lawton, 501 P.2d at 493. Further, the constitutional 
prohibition could not be evaded by entering into a contract with the Farmers Home 
Administration. Id. 

 



Plaintiff seeks to diminish the legal principle enunciated by this Court in Coppage by calling it 

dicta.  That misses the point.  The force of the rule stated in Coppage is that it is the law in 

Oklahoma. 

 Scope of the Rule.  The attempted distinction between a broad territory and a smaller 

territory is a classic case of mission creep.  It is much like the attempted distinction between 

temporary exclusive rights and longer-term rights discussed above.  Will the Court be asked to 

continuously engage in measuring how much is too much or how long is too long?  But Article 

5, Section 51 says ANY is too much and ANY is too long. 

 This rule is not changed by cases that have, in fact, allowed two statutes to create 

exclusive rights under special circumstances. As more fully discussed in your Amici Curiae’s 

opening Brief, the special circumstances arose under other provisions of the Constitution that 

afforded the Legislature authority to act for a limited and defined purpose. (Brief of Amici 

Curiae etc., at pages 8-9 and 12-13.)  Plaintiff would ask this Court to allow the “exception” to 

swallow the rule.  Here, there is no constitutional provision that supports the wholesale disregard 

of Article 5, Section 51 urged by Plaintiff and its Amicus Curiae.  To the contrary, the special 

exceptions were circumscribed to fit within the broader limitations of Article 5, Section 51.   

 The dictates of this constitutional restriction on the power of the Legislature exist 

primarily for the protection of the individual citizen.  In the instant case, as in Coppage and 

several of the Tenth Circuit cases cited by Plaintiff, the dispute arose because a citizen asked a 

municipality for water service and the municipality sought to respond.  It is the essence of the 

Constitution’s policy to allow the individual to have a choice.  Water service means much more 

than turning a tap.  It includes fire protection, sewer service and sufficient pressure to maintain a 

business.  All of these services are essential to rural economic development and quality of life.   



 Your Amici Curiae urge this Court to take the stance it did in Comanche County:  “[W]e 

will not ascribe to our Legislature an intention to violate Art. 5, §51 of the Oklahoma 

Constitution." Supra, at page 493.  Because the Legislature has not exhibited such an intention, 

there is not and cannot be an Oklahoma acceptance of a federal “right” to assert exclusive rights 

or privileges. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, your Amici Curiae urge this Honorable Court to answer the 

Tenth Circuit’s certified questions as first set out in the Brief of Amici Curiae. 
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